Year 3 to Year 6 weekly challenges
Choose a challenge to complete. You could also
ask an adult to share your challenge on Twitter
@Cornerstonesedu or Instagram @cornerstonesedu.

Right royal menu
Imagine you have been asked to create a
menu for a royal visit to your town, which
celebrates your local county. What regional
dishes would you include and why? Are there
any speciality or traditional ingredients grown
in your county? Create a beautiful menu fit for
regal eyes.

Location, location
Imagine that a well-known American theme
park company have decided to build in your
local area. They want you to write a proposal,
describing the best location for their park. Are
you up to the challenge? Think about visitor
access, impact on wildlife, the terrain and any
natural or man-made obstacles that they will
need to overcome.

Time zones
Find out about the world’s different time
zones. Which time zone are we in? The
KS2 BBC Bitesize clip, Time Zones, is a useful
video. Make or draw three clock faces to
show the simultaneous times in three capital
cities around the world. Change your times at
different points in the day.
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Holiday planner
Use a safe web browser to find out about a
place that you would like to visit on a future
holiday with your family. Create a travel guide
to set out the perfect itinerary. How will you
get there? What are the top tourist attractions
and activities? How much will everything cost?
Ask an adult to help you work out a budget.

Desert islands
Use online maps to find out about one of the
world’s most remote islands. Create a map
of the island, showing the main geographical
features. Add extra information around your
map about biodiversity, human habitation,
climate and any environmental threats that it
faces. If you were stranded there, how might
you survive?

Bean to cup
Can you find out where coffee is grown in the
world? How it is processed and turned from
beans into coffee? Which countries drink the
most coffee? Which countries drink the least?
Which companies use fair trade practices?
Use your information to write a coffee report.
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